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CMO_Kymar says:
::taking up a form of Agression Release Therapy in the holodecks, he works through some forms with his ancient Earth sword::

XO_Friday says:
::on the bridge, in his chair, watching out the viewscreen::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Augustus is on the bridge Tactical department is at the ready and standing by::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::In main engineering making sure all systems are running smoothly::

XO_Friday says:
All: All stations report.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sits in his quarters getting ready for duty::

CEO_Q`tor says:
*XO*: Engineering here sir. All systems show green.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir Tactical is ready and manned, Weapons, shields, and cloak ready on your word

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Puts on his boots and stands up straightening his tunic::

CMO_Kymar says:
:;stripped down to his waist and covered in sweat he picks up the comm badge from the floor next to his shirt and taps it:: *CO*: I'm not in Sickbay, sir. my shift doesn't start for another 8 minutes

XO_Friday says:
*CIV*: Mr Walker to the bridge please.

XO_Friday says:
FCO: ETA to the planet?

CTO_Augustus says:
::adjusts his long range scanners, to friend and foe::

FCO_Meyi says:
XO: Approximatly 8 minutes , Sir

CIV_Walker says:
::Takes another sip of coffee before standing up, dropping the padd with info about the anthropology team on it on the table:: *XO* On my way, commander.

CMO_Kymar says:
::pinning his comm badge to his trousers he begins to go through the forms again::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Currently we have nothing on scanners as far as threats go.

XO_Friday says:
::nods to the FCO and sits down:: *CO*: 8 minutes out sir, might want to get up here.

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Keep an eye on them lieutenant.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye aye sir

CEO_Q`tor says:
::paces back and forth in Engineering, feeling jittery because of the last few weeks of inactivity::

CIV_Walker says:
::takes his coffee with him to the TL and presses the call button, waiting for a lift::

CMO_Kymar says:
::an armed attacker leaps out from behind a small bush, dressed in black clothes which leave nothing but his eyes showing::

CIV_Walker says:
::Steps in a lift as it arives:: TL: Deck One, Main Bridge.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Space lane traffic is normal

FCO_Meyi says:
XO:  Preparing to start the sequnce to take us into orbit, sir, ...Cloak?

XO_Friday says:
FCO: No cloak. ::shouldn't need it::

CMO_Kymar says:
::as the attacker charges in he ducks under the clumsy swing and leaps up, his sword blade leading the way to skewer the black-garbed assailant::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Open a channel to doctor...::checks:: Rehsus.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir what are we supposed to be doing here anyway, just assisting the anthro team?

XO_Friday says:
CTO: We're supposed to help out the doc with whatever he needs.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye aye sir ::commences to make the comm link::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Exits quarters and heads for TL::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Has had enough of waiting around. Leaves Ensign Ram in charge, and heads off for the bridge::

CIV_Walker says:
::Waits patiently in the Lift, cringing at some of the noises it makes::

CMO_Kymar says:
::another one leaps out behind him and thrusts his sword at his unprotected chest. he slashes his weapon downwards and to the left to knock it off course before slashing with his sword once, twice, until the attacker falls to the ground lifeless::

XO_Friday says:
COMM: Rehsus: Dr Rehsus, this is the IKS QIb from Starfleet.  We're here to assist you. ::waits for a response::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sees Walker as he approaches the TL::

CTO_Augustus says:
COMM: IKS Qlb: Dr Rehsus, this is the IKS QIb please acknowledge.

CMO_Kymar says:
Computer: End Aggression Therapy Program Beta 4

CIV_Walker says:
::Frowns as the TL stops to pick up someone else, stands quietly waiting for them to enter, looking at the ceiling, not who's entering::

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@ Comm: QIb: This is Oberservation post 23745 alpha, Dr Rehsus here, I am glad you made it.

CMO_Kymar says:
::as the world around him dematerializes his picks up his possesions and walks out the door into a TL:: TL: Sickbay

XO_Friday says:
COMM: Rehsus: No problem sir. What can we do for you?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters the TL nodding to Walker::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Arrives on the bridge and watches and listens to what's going on before going to the engineering station::

CIV_Walker says:
::Looks around to see Turner:: CO: Captain. ::Nods in acknowledgement::

CMO_Kymar says:
::walks out into sickbay and heads for his office, pulling on a new uniform from the replicator::

CIV_Walker says:
TL: Resume.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Mr. Walker.

Host Captain_Turner says:
TL: Bridge.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::TL doors shut and TL whirs to life::

CTO_Augustus says:
::adjusts his sensors to try and pick up any cloaked vessels::

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@COMM: XO: You will think me crazy.... but  a Month ago we started hearing  rummors of the Gods awakening... and talking to the People... but there is a problem....

CIV_Walker says:
::thinks to TL clunks to half-life not whirrs::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius listens to the conversation::

XO_Friday says:
::frowns, and looks back at Augustus with a look like 'Great, a nutcase':: COMM: Rehsus: ...Ooooh kay...

CMO_Kymar says:
::turning his computer towards him he taps out some commands, feeling happier and less aggressive::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir...::Gladius mind wonders abit::

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@COMM: XO: What they have predicted has come true..... but that is not the bad part...

CIV_Walker says:
::As the TL Comes to a complete stop and the Doors open to the bridge, waits for the captain to exit first::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir what kind of things are we talking about

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@COMM: XO: We have detected Sub-space interferance  while this was going on....and now we have signs of a core tap on this planet!!

XO_Friday says:
::shakes his head:: CTO: Nevermind.

XO_Friday says:
COMM: Rehsus: A core tap...from where exactly?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Exits the TL and enters the bridge walking towards his chair::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Turning quickly Augustus makes some changes to his scanners and commences his scans from equator to the poles looking for subspace rifts or tears::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Report.

CIV_Walker says:
::follows the Captain onto the bridge, staying at the sidelines::

XO_Friday says:
::turns around and nods to the Captain and Mr Walker as they enter the bridge:; CO: I'm talking with doctor Rehsus right now...seems the Native people's gods are setting up a core tap...

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@COMM: XO: Errr, uhm... We don't know ... we haven't the instrumentation to tell anything such as that.... we are just infering from what we infer from what goes wrong

XO_Friday says:
COMM: Rehsus: I see. When did this start?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Skipper, we can send a tachyon burst out and see if we find a cloaked vessel

CMO_Kymar says:
::after receiving his mission orders he stands up, picks up his medkit which he slings onto his back and walks into the TL:: TL: Bridge

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir he is right I can confirnm a core tap

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@COMM: XO: About a Month ago, we have been trying to confirm what we could and then we yelled for aid

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Can you tell where it came from?

CTO_Augustus says:
:: Gladius sets his scanners to a different frequency and starts to scan the federation vessels ion patrol::

XO_Friday says:
COMM: Rehsus: I see. We'll do what we can from up here, is there anything else?

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL comes to a stop and he gets off, standing off to the side to watch the conversation going on::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: What exactly do you mean by gods?

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@COMM: XO: Nothing at all, we need  you to investigate this phenomena

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: 100000K TerraDynes is currently the taps out put

XO_Friday says:
COMM: Rehsus: Understood, we'll do what we can and get back to you shortly. QIb out. ::taps a button, cutting the comm::

XO_Friday says:
CO: According to the natives, their gods are talking to them. Obviously, this can't be true, but it's what they believe.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Skipper the tap is located underground, and is currently strong enough to move the planet 250 km ...

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: located in or I should probably say on the southern hemp. in the rain forest climate, but it is submerged in the ground

CIV_Walker says:
::Walks to the aft of the bridge to look at some of the sensor readings over the shoulder of the Science Juniors::

XO_Friday says:
::turns to Walker:: CIV: Take Science 1, find out if there are any native people in that area.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::taps a few buttons to send more power to the sensors::

CMO_Kymar says:
::he picks idly at the strap or his med kit, thinking over the information he just heard::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I do mean submerged or buried, there is no cavern or cave matrix

XO_Friday says:
CTO: How far down is it?

CIV_Walker says:
::Nods and walks over to Sci 1 and accesses Life Sciences to start a scan of the local area of the site for natives, not sitting down::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: 250 km

XO_Friday says:
::turns to Turner:: CO: Disruptors could dig it out.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Too deep for transporters

XO_Friday says:
CTO: How good of a shot are you Mr Augustus?

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@COMM: XO: We also have a researcher with a bad appendix

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: If we are in a Duckblind operation we will be giving ourselves away

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: Sir, I would point out that who or whatever is responsible for this is more than able to see us. I would recommend that we engage the cloaking device

Host Captain_Turner says:
Self: Hmmmmmmmmm.

XO_Friday says:
::looks up as Rehsus' voice comes through again:: Self: I thought I turned that off... COMM: Rehsus: Understood. We'll send our doctor down to assist.

XO_Friday says:
CEO: ::nods:: Do it.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sits in the center seat thinking and listening::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: that isn't the problem it is the disturbance we will cause

CMO_Kymar says:
::hears his title and looks up::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Besides sir, a structure is directly over the site

XO_Friday says:
*CMO*: Doctor, you are required on the surface. Prepare to beam down to the duckblind.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::taps some more buttons and engages the cloaking device::

CIV_Walker says:
XO: I'm picking up a small concentration of natives around the surface of the site, looks like a congregation of some sorts...

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Lt. Augustus is right we don't want to give ourselves away.

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius takes a closer look at the geo composite scan to see if they could remove a section by transporter then enhance and start a dig::

XO_Friday says:
CIV/CTO: Great, you're making it real easy...

CMO_Kymar says:
XO: Yes Sir ::walks into the TL::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Is there any way these natives could pick us up?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I do have that habit don't I ::smiles at the XO::

XO_Friday says:
CO: Not the natives sir. They're in the medievil times practically.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I do have a couple of suggestions

CMO_Kymar says:
TL: Transporter room 1

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Are you sure they don't even have telescopes?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir...

XO_Friday says:
CO: We're high enough up sir that even if they did, we'd appear only as a star.

XO_Friday says:
CO: ...And we're cloaked.

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Yes?

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Lets cloak to be on the safe side.

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL stops and he gets off, picking up a phaser from the weapon locker before standing on the Transporter Pad:: Transporter Chief: Energize when you're ready

CIV_Walker says:
XO: Commander, it looks like we would be unable to extract the device at this time so perhaps it would be better to find out who put it there.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Lets hear it Lt.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: The cloaking device has already been engaged sir

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Always a step ahead of me eh Mr. Friday? ::Grins::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Skipper, I am picking up a subspace distortion 25 light years off the port bow in the nebula ::pulls up a star map on the main view screen::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: What's causing it?

XO_Friday says:
CO: That's what I'm here for sir. ::grins::

CMO_Kymar says:
@ ::remeaterializes on the planet::

XO_Friday says:
CIV: Ok, how are we going to go about that ensign?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Well, I am unsure if you are aware of a chemical composite we discovered a while back it actslike a mask or cloak, in addition we do have the ability to remove a small section of bedrock with out disturbing the temple or the natives having knowledge of it

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@::looks up ::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: The terminationg point is the temple.

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@CMO: Doctor, I hope?

CMO_Kymar says:
@::looks over to the man who spoke:: Dr: That I am, you must be Dr Rehsus

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Well, sir I would describe it as the temple is the anchor and the beam the fishing line, who or what is holding the pole, well, I dont know

CIV_Walker says:
::Directs the lateral sensor array at the nebula for a full scan:: XO: If we could boost sensor resolution enough we should be able to get sufficient a read out on the energy readings to make a best-guess at the origin

XO_Friday says:
::thinks for a sec:: CIV: Ok, work with Q`tor on that.

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@::offers hand:: That I am , Doctor, this way is the patient... she has been moaning, and I was going to try it myself, but mine is a PhD, not an MD

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir, if they have the tech to do what they are doing they will probably catch our scan, I advise against that

CMO_Kymar says:
@:;takes the Dr's hand and gives it a firm shake:: Dr: Ok, take me to her

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: What do you think of the Lt.'s suggestion?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: We can send the Challenger cloaked for a close in look at the nebula

XO_Friday says:
CO: I like that idea better actually... ::talking about the Challenger::

XO_Friday says:
CO: Then again, they wouldn't be happy with us scanning them, they really wouldn't be happy with us sending a shuttle to look for them.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO/XO: Sir, I am picking up annother distortion

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I am tracking and confirming

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: The new reading is coming right from the equator, roughly the same outage or core drain

FCO_Meyi says:
CO: Sir, I have an incoming transmission from Starfleet for you, it is marked important

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: I like the idea of sending the Challenger too. Maybe we should have Dr. Kymar lead the Away Team in this one.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: It is kinda of like a desert region or the direct stage after

XO_Friday says:
CO: He's a bit preoccupied at the moment sir.

Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Put it through to my Ready Room.

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
CO: Aye, sir

XO_Friday says:
CTO/CIV: Native Population?

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: You have the bridge. ::Heads for RR::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::is led to the facilities Medical Room by the doctor and sees the patient lying on the bio-bed moaning::

XO_Friday says:
::nods to the CO::

CIV_Walker says:
XO: Just checking that, commander.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Nomadic tribes a few hundred

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters ready room and hits the comm channel::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::pulling out his tricorder he runs the hand scanner over the womans abdomen and reads off the information::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: The exact location has another temple on it

CIV_Walker says:
::Sits down in the chair finally, sitting right back, mumbling to himself as he scans the nebula instead:: Self: Or not...

CMO_Kymar says:
@Dr: This woman's appendix is about to rupture, bring the medical transporter online!

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius starts to scan for any more building structures that are similar in conductivity and design, mass etc...::

XO_Friday says:
CIV/CTO: Ok...::thinks for a minute:: This one is coming from the nebula as well?

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@ CMO: Will do

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I have not traced back as of yet

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Reads the message and then opens a channel to the surface:: COMM *CMO*: Turner to Kymar.

CTO_Augustus says:
::begins to trace the beam back::

CMO_Kymar says:
@:;turns to the console next to the bed, locks onto the rupturing appendix and transports it out into a medical jar where it break open and spews its contents::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::turning back to the biobed he turns on the auto-suture and begins to close the internal cut to the intestine::

XO_Friday says:
::waits for the results, from either of them::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: It is directly connected to the first core tap

CIV_Walker says:
::Performs a spectral analysis on the nebula for more data::

CMO_Kymar says:
@:;panting, he taps his comm badge:: *CO*: Doctor Kymar here, Captain

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Ok... CIV: Mr Walker, head down to the shuttlebay and prep the Challenger.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir, what vessels are patrolling this area?

CIV_Walker says:
::Nods, logging off the console and gets up, leaving the bridge, aft exit::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Who are you sending sir

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Standard Federation patrol, as far as I know. I could look up the exact ships if you need.

Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM *CMO*: I need you to report back to the ship as soon as you're able.

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Walker and Q`tor will be going.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: We might be able to do a better job if they helped on the scanning process, look for anymore temples or taps, or connection etc...

CMO_Kymar says:
@*CO*: Acknowledged Captain, I will be there in 5 minutes

CIV_Walker says:
::gets in a TL:: TL: Main Cargobay.

XO_Friday says:
::should probably tell Q`tor that too:: CEO: Q`tor, head down to the shuttlebay and prepare for a shuttle mission with Mr Walker.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Looks up at the mention of his name and Walkers in the same sentence::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::turning back to Dr Rehsus:: Dr: I have to head back to the QIb, give her a shot of painkillers and she should be fine in the morning

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@CMO: I thank you for her, in advance, doctor ::smiles::

CIV_Walker says:
::gets off the TL near the Cargobay and walks down the corridor to the CB::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I show two galaxy glass ships their vessels are better suited for the science as well as an oberth class

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: Aye sir. ::Gets up and heads to the Main Cargobay::

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
@CMO: Shall I beam you up?

CMO_Kymar says:
@:;grins:: Dr: Tell her she is welcome, be well Doctor Rehsus

CIV_Walker says:
::Opens the Cargobay with the right access code and enters, doing the same to get in the challenger, stepping onboard::

XO_Friday says:
::checks his console:: CTO: That's what there should be...there should also be a Nebula class on extreme LRS.

CMO_Kymar says:
@Dr: If you would be so kind, Doctor. Energize

CIV_Walker says:
::Steps towards the first flight seat:: Ship: Ok, Ms. Challenger, play nice...::sits down in the chair and puts the Challenger through pre-flight::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads back to the bridge:: XO: Status?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I am tying my system into your console, I confirm that Nebula sir, heading to the Challenger

CMO_Kymar says:
::rematerializes on the QIb he steps off the transporter, nodding politely to the transporter chief, and into the TL:: TL: Bridge

XO_Friday says:
CO: Walker and Q`tor are preparing to depart in the Challenger sir. Dr Kymar just beamed back, and we discovered another core tap. Other than that, everything is exactly as you left it. ::grins::

CTO_Augustus says:
::heads to the TL after logging off and taking his phaser from under the console::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Good.

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL stops and he walks off and down to where the CO and XO are talking:: CO: Sir, you wished to see me?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::enters the main cargo bay and goes to the Challenger entering it::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Strange, they should be staying in their patrol...keep an eye on them if they don't turn away.

TO_Young says:
XO: Uhm, sir.... two more core taps have "lit up"

CTO_Augustus says:
::Short time later arrives in the cargo bay, heads toward the Challenger::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::taps comm badge:: *Shipwide*: This is the Captain speaking.  All department heads and assistants to the bridge on the double.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: Mister Walker

XO_Friday says:
::nods to the TO::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius stops in his footsteps, and does an about face and on the double heads back toward the bridge::

CIV_Walker says:
CEO: Q'tor. ::Nods, finishing up preflight:: We're prepped and ready.

CTO_Augustus says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

XO_Friday says:
::turns to Turner:: CO: The away team too?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::hears the Captains announcement:: CIV: This will have to wait Mr Walker. Something is up. ::exits the Challenger and heads back to the bridge::

TO_Young says:
XO:  I now have 5  Taps lit off

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: The away team too.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods::

XO_Friday says:
TO: Are they just coming online, or are we just finding them?

CTO_Augustus says:
::Enters the bridge and heads right to TAC 1 as the TO moves over to TAC 2::

CTO_Augustus says:
::notices the 5 new taps that have been found, shaking his head::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Are you aware of the new taps?

TO_Young says:
XO: They are not really detectable until they light up, sir. The seem to be totally inert rock until they do

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Enters the bridge and looks around to see what is going on::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Yes I am...see if you can find any more, this is getting crazy. We've only been here a half hour and 4 new ones have come up.

TO_Young says:
CEO: Ever hear of a solid-State Core Tap?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye aye sir::continues his scans::

CIV_Walker says:
::Sits back in the Challenger flight seat, thinking about how much fun it owuld be to go for a joy-ride::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks at all the sensor readings:: TO: No, I have not

XO_Friday says:
::wonders what Dr Rehsus would think if they just stopped looking for this::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Listens to the TO and CEO's conversation::

TO_Young says:
CEO: These only show when they are powered or something, before that , they "look like" inert rock!

CEO_Q`tor says:
::making minor adjustments to the sensors:: TO: And there quite a few lighting up.

CMO_Kymar says:
::stands about, wondering what everyone is coming onto the bridge for::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Call the crew to attention.

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: Sir, I do not pretend to understand what is going on here, but I would suggest getting out of the way

TO_Young says:
::looks down at 6 lights glowing now :::

XO_Friday says:
CO: Umm..ok. All: At attention!

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks up in disbelief, at the CO's order::

CMO_Kymar says:
::stands to attention::

TO_Young says:
::snaps to Attention::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Stands at attention wondering what is going on and still trying to keep an eye on the sensor readings::

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: I hope this is short! ::detects a new tap registering::

XO_Friday says:
~~~CO: Might want to make this fast sir, a 6th tap just came online~~~

Host Captain_Turner says:
All: We're about to embark on a serious mission.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Dr. Kymar I want you to head up the away team with one condition.

CMO_Kymar says:
::nods to the Captain::

CTO_Augustus says:
ALL: I got it, the planet, it is terra forming.. it is being terra formed

CTO_Augustus says:
::brings the picture up to the main screen so everyone sees it::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: At attention lieutenant...

Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: I want you to head it up as a full Lt. ::Opens his hand to reveal a shiny new pip::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Gives the CTO a glare::

CMO_Kymar says:
::his jaw drops and his gaze falls upon his new pip::

XO_Friday says:
CMO: Congratulations doctor. ::smiles::

CTO_Augustus says:
::hears the XO, but starts recording it as rivers start to change course::

XO_Friday says:
::this is what couldn't have waited?::

CTO_Augustus says:
ALL: Look ::points to the screen::

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: I knew it, I knew it

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks back at the CMO:: CTO: By order or Starfleet Command I hearby promote you to full Lt with all the priviledges and responsibilities that rank entails. ::Pins the pip to the CMO's collar::

CTO_Augustus says:
CMO: Congrats Doc look at this

CIV_Walker says:
::downloads all the sensor logs of the nebula and stuff to the Challenger Science Database::

CMO_Kymar says:
::turns his gaze from the pip for a moment to nod his thanks to the XO and turn to the viewscreen which the CTO is jumping about for::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Congratulations Lt. ::Shakes the CMO's hand::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: The planets orbit is changing sourse we need to change are orbit and now!

FCO_Meyi says:
CO: Atering course slightly

XO_Friday says:
CO: Anything else sir?

CMO_Kymar says:
::gains some composure:: CO: Thank you, Captain

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Thats all.

Host Captain_Turner says:
All: Dismissed!

CEO_Q`tor says:
::is shocked at the COs choice of timing for a promotion and then walks over to the CMO:: CMO: Congratulations doctor

CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and rubs his pin to make it shine some more::

XO_Friday says:
All: Kymar and Q`tor to the Challenger. Walker is waiting for you. Augustus, find out what is doing that.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Assemble your team and make any additions you need to as far as equipment or personnel.

CTO_Augustus says:
::Feeds in to the conn a course change::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Heads to the main cargo bay again::

CMO_Kymar says:
CO: I'll get right on it

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: What is doing it is the beam from the nebula I think the quetion is who is and why sir

XO_Friday says:
CMO: Better get going doctor, looks like you're running out of time. Oh, and good luck. ::grins::

CIV_Walker says:
::Brings the impulse and warp drives to full standby, thrusters at station keeping, Secures Inertial Dampening and Artifical Gravity to the shuttle::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: We're trying to figure that out right now lieutenant.

CMO_Kymar says:
::flashes the XO a grin:: XO: Thank you, sir
															           
							Pause Mission						           
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